Absolution
This writer absolutely expects there will be those who will find this
writing not to their liking. Speak up, one of God’s God given rights and
a right under the United States of America’s Constitution. Where one
has an absolute hatred for another does not give one a right to murder.
One has to ask why has the original word of “Murder” written within
the Ten Commandments been assigned a new meaning, “Kill”.

Is there a difference between “Thy shalt not Murder” and/or “Thy shalt
not Kill.” Absolutely there is a difference.

Was such change of wording to allow one an absolute right to question
the killing of one sentenced to death? Where one is found guilty of
murder there is an absolute fact that presents, the murdered one may
have been deprived of a chance to repent. Those who judge as living
beings the choice of killing a murderer lives not with denying an
opportunity for repentance. If one is to die for committing murder, this
writer expects and demands that an absolution of guilt must be proven
not beyond any reasonable doubt but to an absolution. Thus time has
allowed for a murderer to understand the price to be paid for murder
can where the penalty is death by killing. The children of God if with

absolution have fairly adjudicated the death sentence, thus one has not
breached God’s word and warning to mankind.
In reviewing financial crisis around the world, the events created by
those within the financial world and many government’s inactions
absolutely need to be criminal held liable for death. Where there is
intentionally taking of property that belongs to another, that results in
the death of the lawful owner is not that of killing but act of murder.
Many of the criminal laws provide that an accessory party is just as
guilty as the actor that committed murder. Carjacking by force,
hijacking by force and the illegal taking of property by lies are
absolutely equal in that if death occurred, law enforcement should only
classify the death as murder.

For one to stand beside the murderer and exclaim the dead/those who
are about to die got what was coming to them should fear that of what
they know not is coming, but fools tread where angels know not to go.

On Earth, man’s greatest fear is that of death of mortal life, absolutely
this is not the greatest of fears to fear. Fear that of judging oneself with
absolute truth!

